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About This Game

ABOUT THIS GAME

Become Saidah, a mother in search of her abducted child. Venture through morbid streets of the last city on a dying planet.
Challenge a repressive regime under which your whole life is determined by which social caste you belong to. Save your child

and find out if escape is possible.

Unholy takes place on a desolate planet where last members of the human race live in the Last City. This sprawling metropolis is
divided between castes, and every day is shrouded in fear. Fear of being noticed by higher castes. Fear of being killed by a
mysterious Plague that is slowly consuming the city Fear of being caught by one of the maniacs or mysterious beast that are

going through the streets at night.

Gameplay is a mix of horror and stealth game, where for each challenge can be overcome in several different ways. Will you
sneak through the guards unnoticed or will you resort to murder, leaving behind you a trail of blood as you fall into madness? As

an outcast and a wanted person you have a unique chance to exploit the caste system and impersonate different members of
society. Your playstyle is your own, but each has its consequences.
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Engaging First Person Horror / Stealth gameplay

Explore a rich story behind Last City and Siadah’s desperate quest to save herself and her child

Immerse yourself in a uniquely dark environment never seen before.

Multiple ways to approach challenges through stealth, or through exploiting the city’s social order.

Take good care about your physical and mental health. Fight the encroaching madness or deal with the consequences of
going insane.

Developed with Unreal Engine.

Creative Art Diector of Unholy is Tomasz Strzałkowski. He worked in past on games like: Painkiller, Bulletstorm, Gears of
War, Godfire and Inner Chains.

His graphic works are present on world's biggest exhibitions, magazines and albums: 3D Artist, 3D World, Creative Magazine,
ImagineFX, Digital Art Masters, BIOMECH ART:Surrealism, Cyborgs and Alien Universes. Look at his works on:

https://www.facebook.com/Tomstrzal.Art
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Title: Unholy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Duality Games
Publisher:
Duality Games
Release Date: 2019
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